


Information to knowledge 
to action

An annual report card on the state of our environment
What is happening on the ground; What is working; what needs to change

Understand the challenges; but also the need to explore new approaches so that 
solutions for environmental management are affordable and so sustainable

Understand peoples action; without their participation cannot manage resources. 
Environment is about development; about building livelihoods and wellbeing 







SOE 2021: Assessment 

• Air and water quality is under stress and growing; all trends show 
that pollution is increasing and this has massive impacts on our 
health. 

• Even during the lockdown, river pollution did not reduce 

• We are not getting our strategy for growth without pollution right

• At this rate we will increase toxification as we expand economy, 
unless we change the way we do business with the environment 

• The challenge also is to use the environment for development so 
that in these climate risked times we can improve livelihood, 
nutrition security and build resilience of communities









Multiple-crisis: running out of time

• Climate change is happening – from increasing intensity of 
hurricanes; tropical cyclones; extreme rains; extreme heat 

• Exacerbates the environmental crisis we are creating

• Making millions more vulnerable. More marginalized

• Making the world more insecure

No time for procrastination. Need to act now







Practice needs our politics

The good news is that we are learning to do things differently. Cannot follow the 
trajectory for environmental management from already rich countries

Cannot first pollute and then clean up; or use technologies that are so capital 
intensive and so inequitable

• Sewage treatment differently; sanitation for all; reuse and recycle waste 

• Mobility systems that move people and not cars

• Solid waste so that we do not waste; but process and recycle; and minimise

Bottomline sustainability not possible without inclusive and affordable growth


